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GANGWAYS

Sanguineti Chiavari’s gangways are designed to make the way on board unique and special, the best 
possible calling card. The care of the details and the solidity of our telescopic gangways are the reason 
why they are chosen by the best Italian and international Shipyards. Perfect in the style and finishing 
required by a luxury yacht.

All of our gangways are finished to satisfy totally our Client’s requests, in terms of quality, design, usage 
of space and technology. Different solutions for opening-closing the hatch of gangways. 

On request:

• sanguineti app for the movements of gangways by smartphone;
• handrails systems with characteristics according to the MCA LY3 regulations; 
• oil pressure (oil hydraulic) security systems for tides combined with its castor wheels for the placing 

on the dock;
• lighting system assembled on teak; 
• intercom systems;
• box fixing brackets according to the yachts needs.
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ALTAIR
Motorized telescopic gangway made of one to three elements with a pin permitting perpendicular 
inclinations to the hull. Made in light alloy structure, with walking grated board in natural teak and dif-
ferent solutions of stanchions.
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MIZAR
Motorized telescopic gangway made of one to three elements with a pin permitting the gangway to 
have an outer hull inclination. Made in light alloy structure, with walking grated board in natural teak 
and different solutions of stanchions.
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PASSERELLE

Made of one to three elements with rotating side
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Custom Made of one to three elements with measures to be agreed with 
the Shipyard
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MAXXY
Motorized telescopic gangway made with new outlines for Maxxy Yachts with a payload on top of 250 
kg. Can reach a length of 9 mt and a width of 1.2 mt. Custom made of one to three elements with mea-
sures to be agreed with the Shipyard.

SIRIUS
Motorized telescopic gangway made of one to three elements with rotating side. Made in light alloy 
structure, with walking grated board in natural teak and different solutions of stanchions.
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Single element motorized gangway: structure made of anodized light alloy, nature teak grating walking 
surface, extractable stanchions. Different solutions available for the production of stanchions. Prear-
ranged for operating the flap door. Embed push-button control panel, automatic control of the move-
ments, prearrangement for radio control. Power supply on request.

ALTAIR GANGWAY Mono-element

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Made of one to three elements with a pin permitting perpendicular 
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Two elements motorized transom gangway: structure made of light alloy, nature teak grating walking 
surface, extractable stanchions. Different solutions available for the production of stanchions. Prear-
ranged for operating the flap door. Embed push-button control panel, automatic control of the move-
ments, prearrangement for radio control or app for smartphone control. Power supply on request.

ALTAIR GANGWAY Two elements
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Three elements motorized transom gangway: structure made of light alloy, nature teak grating walking 
surface, extractable stanchions. Different solutions available for the production of stanchions. Prear-
ranged for operating the flap door. Embed push-button control panel, automatic control of the move-
ments, prearrangement for radio control or app for smartphone control. Power supply on request.

ALTAIR GANGWAY Three elements

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Made of one to three elements with a pin permitting perpendicular 
inclinations to the hull
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MIZAR GANGWAY Mono-element

Retracting hydraulic gangway with single element and inclination axis outer stern, made of anodized 
light alloy, nature teak grating walking surface, extractable stanchions. Different solutions available 
for the production of stanchions. Prearranged for operating the flap door. Embed push-button control 
panel, automatic control of the movements, prearrangement for radio control or app for smartphone 
control. Power supply on request.

Made of one to three elements with a pin permitting the gangway to 
have an outer hull inclination
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Due elementi

Retracting hydraulic gangway with two elements and inclination axis outer stern, made of light alloy, 
nature teak grating walking surface, extractable stanchions. Different solutions available for the pro-
duction of stanchions. Prearranged for operating the flap door. Embed push-button control panel, 
automatic control of the movements, prearrangement for radio control or app for smartphone control. 
Power supply on request.

MIZAR GANGWAY
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Two elements
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Retracting hydraulic gangway with three elements and inclination axis outer stern, made of light al-
loy, nature teak grating walking surface, extractable stanchions. Different solutions available for the 
production of stanchions. Prearranged for operating the flap door. Embed push-button control panel, 
automatic control of the movements, prearrangement for radio control or app for smartphone control. 
Power supply on request.

Three elements
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Single element sideways rotating gangway: made of light alloy, nature teak grating walking surface, 
extractable stanchions. Different solutions available for the production of stanchions. Prearranged for 
operating the flap door. Embed push-button control panel, automatic control of the movements, prear-
rangement for radio control or app for smartphone control. Power supply on request.

SIRIUS GANGWAY Mono-element
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Yachts gangway with two elements made of light alloy, nature teak grating walking surface with ex-
tractable stanchions. Different solutions available for the production of stanchions. Prearranged for 
operating the flap door. Embed push-button control panel, automatic control of the movements, prear-
rangement for radio control or app for smartphone control. Power supply on request.

Two elements

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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SIRIUS GANGWAY
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Three element sideways rotating yachts gangway: made of light alloy, nature teak grating walking 
surface, extractable stanchions. Different solutions available for the production of stanchions. Prear-
ranged for operating the flap door. Embed push-button control panel, automatic control of the move-
ments, prearrangement for radio control or app for smartphone control. Power supply on request.

Three elements
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The gangways of the new series MAXXY have been studied specifically for Mega Yachts. The peculiari-
ty of this new line of gangways is that they are totally custom made according to the needs and request 
of space and details. Satisfying both the aesthetic and planning aspects. Thanks to a walking surface 
of at least 700 mm this gangway is well proportioned to the dimensions of the mega Yachts and allows 
therefore a comfortable and easy access to the vessel. 

It can be made in one, two, or three elements with a light alloy or stainless steel AISI 316 structure. 
Even for the stanchions different solutions are available for both forms or movements (automatic or 
manual). Embed push-button control panel, automatic control of the movements, prearrangement for 
radio control or app for smartphone control. Power supply on request.

MAXXY GANGWAY Custom
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